
June 13, 2021

Annual Celebration

Honoring our Baalei Kriah

Eric, Abie and Aharon Banks

and

Joel, Elad and Avishai Jeselsohn



Abie, Eric, and Aharon Banks



Elad, Joel and Avishai Jeselsohn



This evening we are privileged to be able to
celebrate as a community the theme of “T'nu
Kavod (“Coivid”) laTorah” "Give Honor to
the Torah,” by honoring our Ba'alei Kriah
during Covid: Eric, Abie and Aharon Banks
and Yoel, Elad,and Avishai Jeselsohn. The
Banks and Jeselsohn families have gone
above and beyond the call of duty in
maintaining Kriat HaTorah in our shul during
these challenging circumstances.

Our high regard for the Banks and
Jeselsohns is reflected in the many
messages found in the following pages of the
ad book and at tonight's event. These are
richly deserved tributes to outstanding
individuals who have impacted shul life
through their tireless efforts on behalf of our
community during extraordinary times.

At this time, it is appropriate to express our
thanks and appreciation to those responsible
for the success of our ad book and dinner.

Rabbi’s Message



A debt of gratitude goes to our ad book
chairperson Rick Gopen for organizing this
successful project and to the Ad Book
solicitation team Ethlynne Brickman, Judah
Cohen, Bruce Gillers, Rich Pomper, Mark
Salzberg, Jack Schuss and Ross Zilber. Of
course, as always, we thank Jeff and Lisa
Bellin for their time and energy in typesetting
and laying out the entire ad book that has
resulted in significant financial gain for the
shul.

Special thanks also go to Sherri Cohen and
Israela Kahan, our Event Committee co-chairs
for planning and arranging this year's event.
Thank you as well to Wendy Fine for producing
the wonderful video for this evening's
event.Thank you to Dan Goldish for his setting
up and maintaining the web pages for ad
submissions and thank you to Humi
Vishniavsky for his photography.

Thanks go to each and every one of you who
continue to help maintain our shul as a vibrant
center of Jewish life and learning, fostering the
goals of Torah throughout the community. May
Hashem grant all of us health and vigor to
continue this effort of serving Hashem and Klal
Yisroel.

Rabbi Gershon Segal



President’s Message

As President it is my pleasure to bring greetings on behalf of

the congregation. This past year has continued the unprece-

dented challenge to what is meant by community. We, like

other communities around the globe, had to adapt to a

world where we could no longer celebrate with each other in

the joys of life or console each other in times of sorrow. But

despite the physical limitations placed upon us we have

continued as a community. Most importantly, we have been

able to reopen for the Yom Tovim, Succot, Pesach and

Shavuot as well as daily Shachrit, Mincha and Maariv and

three minyanim every Shabbat. We would not have been

able to accomplish this without the devotion of our Honorees

Their dedication has allowed our community to continue

public Kavod L'Torah for which we will be forever grateful.

It is therefore my honor to be able to wish everyone well and

feel joy as we continue onward toward normal.

Ken Snow

President, Congregation Beth El - Atereth Israel



Dinner Committee

Welcome to the Congregation  Beth El Atereth  Israel

2021 Annual Dinner. Tonight we  are privileged to honor

members from two special families whose efforts have

benefited  all of us especially during this past very

difficult year.

Eric, Abie, and Aharon Banks and Yoel, Elad, and

Avishai Jeselsohn have maintained Kriat HaTorah in

our shul during a pandemic when individuals were not

leaving their homes. Both families are integral to

Newton, as they have a nearly 130 years combined

experience of living in Newton and belonging to Beth

El. Moreover, they have actively engaged in the shul's

daily and Shabbat minyanim, as well as Bnei Akiva,

Teen Minyan, and other community-wide events.

These individuals are special role models not only for

their own families, but for our entire community. We

are very proud of Elad, Avishai, Aharon and Abie who

we have watched grow up in our shul. Elad spent a

year in Israel studying at Gush and is now in his

second year at YU. Avishai will be studying in Israel

next year at Gush and then heading to MIT. Aharon

and Abie are in 9th grade at Yeshiva Ohr Yisroel. All

the boys have celebrated their semachot in our very

own Beth El. We are also very appreciative of Rinath

and Tamar who have enabled their husbands and sons

to spend many countless hours learning the leining

and leining for multiple minyanim each shabbat and

chag this year.



We would also like to thank all the people who have

helped with this year's ad book starting with Rick

Gopen, the ad book chair, with his stellar team:

Ross Zilber, Judah Cohen, Bruce Gillers, Jack

Schuss, Rich Pomper. Mark Salzberg, Jeff and Lisa

Bellin, and Ethlynne Brickman. Thank you to Dan

Goldish for all of his tech support and to Humi

Vishniavsky for his photographs of the honorees.

A big thank you to Wendy Fine for creating the video

for this special evening, and for

giving of her time to interview our honored guests.

Thank you to Moshe and Debbie in the shul office

for their tireless work for our shul every day and

especially for all their work in making tonight's

event come together so well.

And, of course, thank you to Rabbi Segal for his

leadership, his attention to detail, and his own

activism for our community and all of Israel, tonight

and every night.

Finally, many thanks to all of you for joining us

tonight both in person and virtually to

celebrate these two wonderful families.

Sherri Cohen and lsraela Kahan



The Board of Directors

and

Officers of Congregation

Beth El Atereth Israel

wish to thank the ad journal

team for all of their efforts in

making this year’s journal

a success!

Jeff Bellin

Lisa Bellin

Ethlynne Brickman

Judah Cohen

Bruce Gillers

Dan Goldish

Rick Gopen

Rich Pomper

Mark Salzberg

Jack Schuss

Humi Vishniavsky

Sherri Cohen

lsraela Kahan

Ross Zilber



Dear Joel, Elad and Avishai,

Congratulations for being chosen as
honorees at this year’s annual dinner of
Beth El - Atereth Israel Congregation.

Please accept our best wishes for your
accomplishments as
for the benefit of the community.

This continues a five generations long family
tradition, and our wishes are combined with
the hope for you to continue it in good
health for many more years to come.

With love,

Aba and Ima (Saba and Savta)

Siblings, Uncles and Aunts

Cousins, Nephews, Nieces, Great-nephews
and Great-nieces

and the whole Jeselsohn family



"And the three-fold cord
doesn't easily fray"

In Honor of our 3 special
Ba'alei Kriah

We are so proud of you

(Kohelet 4:12)

Eitan,Abie, and Aaron Banks

Who throughout the pandemic

worked so hard to help maintain

and strengthen Jewish life and the

cord of our Beth El community

Saba and Savta Katz and family



In Honor of

A mentsch and a role model, who this year will

complete the ENTIRE chumash (by heart)

following thousands of hours of leyning

And in loving memory of

Who would have been so proud of his son and

grandsons

Eric Banks

Gary Banks

Tamar Banks

Thank you to

For the HOURS of commitment and

preparation you gave so generously in a

time of need

We are so proud of you!

Thank you to the Beth El community for

being such a vital part of our lives and

thank you and mazal tov to the

Jeselsohns on this much deserved honor

Abie and Aharon

Eric & Tamar Banks



Silver

Abie,Aron and Eric,

Abie and Aron, we have watched in

amazement as you have grown into the

men you are today.We are so proud of

the incredible people have become and

we look forward to hearing of all your

future accomplishments.

Eric, there is no greater honor to Saba

than passing along all the traditions he

taught you ? You tried your best :)

There is no family that is more deserving

of this special honor.We are so proud of

all you have accomplished and the ways

you represent the family. Keep up the

amazing work.

Love,

Gigi, Jon, Jamie,Abbie, Gari, Brandon,

Stefanie, Caleb,Avery, Lijah, and Gray



Benefactor

In Honor of Congregation

Beth El - Atereth Israel

The Joseph and Rae Gann

CharitableTrust

Herbert and Rita Gann

Beverly Bavly

Shirley Saunders



Patron

MazalTov to our Ba'alei Kriah
on this well deserved honoring

You are an example of what

makes the Beth El community

the special place it is

With deep gratitude

Jone and Allen Dalezman



Patron

With tremendous gratitude to:

And the community members who

supported the minyanim during

this past year

Yoel, Elad and Avishai Jeselsohn

Eric,Abie and Aharon Banks

Rabbi Gershon Segal

The Kutin Family



Patron

MazelTov to

On their well deserved honor

r

Eric,Abie & Aharon Banks

Yoel, Elad & Avishai Jeselsohn

Lisa Rosenbaum and Ronald Fishe



Platinum

Thank you to

Eric,Abie and Aharon Banks

Yoel, Elad and Avishai Jeselsohn

Claudine and Adam Grossman

Gabriel, Jeremy, Nathan and Daniel

For your ongoing dedication

to the shul



Gold

Mazel tov

Thank you for always stepping up

and keeping the davening going

Your efforts through the pandemic

have been truly remarkable

We really appreciate all you have

done for the Beth El community

and we are super proud of you

Eric,Abie and Aharon

and

Yoel, Elad, and Avishai

Love,

Sam,Tami, Ben, Michael, Daniel and

Eddie Wald



Gold

Thank you to

Eric,Abie and Aharon Banks

and

Yoel, Elad and Avishai Jeselsohn

For your ongoing dedication to the

shul and for keeping Kriat HaTorah

going through challenging times

Debra and Eitan Milgram and Family



Chai

Yaher Koach

to

Eric,Abie & Aharon Banks

&

Yoel, Elad & Avishai Jeselsohn

For going above and beyond the call
of duty as our Ba'alei Kriah during the

challenging times of Covid

Grace and Scott Offen



Chai

MazalTov to

The Banks

and

Jeselsohn Families

With deep gratitude

Amelia and Joshua Katzen



Silver

MazelTov to our friends

Yoel, Elad and Avishai

Jeselsohn

Thank you for your efforts to

keep our shul going during

this unusual time

Robin and Phillip Levy

and Family



Silver

MazelTov to

Eric,Abie and Aharon Banks

Thank you for all of your hard work

on behalf of our community

Robin and Phillip Levy

and Family



Silver

Aharon,Abie and Eric Banks

Elad,Avishai andYoel Jeselsohn

Ruth and Gene Fax

dwbkh lk



MazelTov

to

Eric,Abie and Aharon Banks,

and

Yoel, Elad and Avishai Jeselsohn

It’s wonderful to see

you being such role

models in Shul

Barbara and Arnie

Andler

Silver



THANK YOU

to

For serving as the Ba’alei Kriah

for our shul this year.

Mazel tov to you all!

Abie,Aharon, Eric,

Elad,Avishai, andYoel

You did a wonderful job and are

true role models!

Stacy and Brian Ramelson

and Family

Silver



Silver

With immense gratitude to the

Banks and Jeselsohn

families for their extraordinary

contributions in this most

extraordinary year

We so very much appreciate

your tireless efforts on behalf of

the entire community

Yakir and Cheryl Levin Natan,

Eyal and Ezra

Warmest regards



In honor of our Ba'alei Kriah

Chazak, Chazak V'nizchazek

Eric,Abie and Aharon Banks

and

Yoel, Elad and Avishai Jeselsohn

For going above and beyond the call of

duty for our shul community during

challenging times

Rabbi Gershon and Tovah Segal



With deep appreciation for

our honorees for their

dedication as Ba’alei Kriah

From

Ken Snow and Stephanie Pollack



Elad ,Avishai and Joel

Thank you for your

continued commitment to

Beth El and enhancing our

davening

We are all very fortunate to

have you in our community.

Jill and Gary Lasman



Abie,Aharon and Eric

Your commitment to Beth El

and the larger Newton Jewish

community is an inspiration

Thank you for all you have done

and continue to do

Jill and Gary Lasman



Wishing good health to all and

expressing thanks to the

For their support of our shul

And remembering our beloved

With love five years since

we lost him

Banks and Jeselsohn families

Sammy

Claire and David Fisher



Thank you to

For a job well done

Eric,Abie,Aharon,

Yoel, Elad and Avishai

The Gillers Family



In honor of

and

Eric,Abie and Aharon

Banks

Yoel, Elad, and Avishai

Jeselsohn

During this difficult time, you

ensured the continuity of our

davening.Yasher Koach to

each of you!

Our admiration and

appreciation,

Debbie and Jack Schuss



MazelTov to

Eric,Abie and Aharon Banks,

and

Yoel, Elad and Avishai Jeselsohn

We appreciate deeply your dedication to

Kriat haTorah.You are major contributors

to helping our shul thrive

With much gratitude

George and Holly Flesh



Mazal tov on the honor

And sincerest thanks for going

above and beyond during an

unforgettable year

Steve and Ethlynne Brickman



Mazal tov to

The Jeselsohn family

and to

The Banks family

On this well-deserved honor

With love

The Toubians



Tizku l'mitzvot!

Tanya and David Fischer

and family



In Honor Of

The Beth-El Community

Wishing everyone

good health!

Kesler Family



With Deep Gratitude and

Appreciation to

The Banks and Jeselsohn

Families

For all that you do for our

Community

Allison and Elliot Mael

and Family



MazalTov to

Jokes aside: we love you, and you

deserve the honor and recognition

of this occasion

May you go from

Strength to Strength

Dr.Tamar (Katz) Banks

Abie and Aharon Banks and Dr.

Eric -Ogre- Banks

For putting up with Honorees for all these

years.And to the Honorees, themselves:

Mazal Tov to your entire family!

Shari and Gil, Ellie, Zevi

and Avi Bloom



Mazal tov to the

Who read theTorah loud and clear

This year and every year!

Banks

and

Jeselsohn families

May they continue to be blessed to

perform this important mitzvah and all

their other acts of kindness

Paula, Ernest, Ethan, Mark,

and Theo Fraenkel



To the

All the best

Jeselsohn and Banks Families

Mazel Tov in the well deserved honor and

thank you so much for your wonderful

layning in this past year and always.

Rebecca and Steven Schwartz

and family



Yasher koach to the Jeselsohn and

Banks families for helping us to

maintain daily and Shabbos

minyanim!

In memory of Joseph Schwartz,

father and father-in-law of our

dear friends and members Steven

and Rebecca

Yoel is the consummate gabai

and Eric only knows to say yes

The Jeselsohn boys are all dear

friends

May his memory be a blessing

Sherri and Judah Cohen



In Honor of

Yoel Jeselsohn

and

Eric Banks

For transmitting our mesorah

to their children. Our

community has witnessed their

boys become builders(bonaich)

by leading our daily and

Shabbos minyanim as

Gabayim and Ba’alei Kriah.

Devorah and Rick Gopen,

Ari & Aliza



Thank you to the Banks and
Jeselsohn Families for leining each

and every week this past year...

That is community service above
and beyond!

Thank you to Rabbi Segal for all
the steps you've taken to keep our
community safe and healthy during

these unprecedented times!

With appreciation,

Amy and Hillel Rosen



We are grateful to the tireless
devotion of

Our wonderful Ba'alei Kria

Eric,Abie and Aharon Banks

and

Yoel, Elad, and Avishai Jeselsohn

Without you, we could not have

sustained a Hashkama Minyan for all

these years, and especially during Covid

With friendship and gratitude

Jeff and Miriam Kosowsky



In Honor of

Continuing the family tradition of
service to the Beth El Atereth Israel

community initiated by their
beloved father and grandfather

Gary Banks z'l, who we remember
with great fondness.

Eric,Abie and Aharon Banks

Herbie and Chana Gerber



With sincere appreciation to

For their dedication to

our shul community

The Banks and Jeselsohns

Dena and Mark Salzberg



Mazel tov to

And your families on this well-

deserved honor!

Abie,Aharon, and Eric Banks

Elad,Avishai, and Joel Jeselsohn

You have gone above and beyond in

keeping our minyanim going through

these crazy times

With much admiration and appreciation,

Thank you to Rabbi Segal for

your leadership

Tova and Dani Goldring and Family



Thank you to

The Jeselsohns and Banks

families

For their dedication to our

shul community

Wendy and Charlie Fine

and Family



In Gratitude to

Eric,Abie and Aharon Banks

and

Yoel, Elad and Avishai Jeselsohn

For their ongoing leadership in our shul

minyanim and for keeping Kriat

HaTorah going during challenging times

Jay and Laura Goldstein



Thank you to all our honorees

for their continuing support of

the shul and our community

Yasher koach

Steve and Renee Bellin



Dear

We cannot begin to thank

you for all the years of

serving the community

We have relied on you,

and you have delivered

Banks and Jeselsohns

families

May you continue

Randie and Sam Goldberger



We are awed, inspired and so
appreciative of how you have

each stepped up, and stepped in,
to be our Ba'alei Kriah, ensuring
the continuation of this critical
piece of normal through all the
abnormality of the past year

Yasher Koach !!!

To the Banks and Jeselsohn

Families

With gratitude and friendship

The Paris Family



MazelTov

to

Thank you for all you

have done during these

difficult times

The Banks and Jeselsohn

Families

Nancy and Stanley Lastoff



In honor of the Ba'alei Kriah who
have done so much to sustain and
enhance our davening during this

challenging time.

The fathers and sons who have
taken this on themselves are further
proof that the Jewish people live by

the transmission ofTorah from
generation to generation.

What wonderful role models you are!

With gratitude

Debbie Moskowitz



In honor of

and

Eric,Abie and Aharon

Yoel, Elad, and Avishai

Thank you for all you

have done for our Shul

Jean Kasmer and Charles Jacobs



Yasher Koach

and

Thank You

to

Yoel, Elad, and Avishai Jeselsohn

and

Eric,Abie, and Aharon Banks!

Neville and Karen Zar



Thank you

Jeselsohns and Banks

For sustaining our community

TheVidan Family



In Honor of

Abie and Aharon Banks

For their dedication to the Kahal!

Yeshiva OhrYisrael

Students and Faculty

Rabbi Uri Feldman, Menahel





Yasher Koach to the entire
Beth El Community

David Decter





Thank you to

The Banks and Jeselsohns

For their commitment to

the shul and leining

Also, a thank you to all the

others who leined when they

were not available

Ruth and HumiVishniavsky

THANKYOUTO ALLTHE

WONDERFUL PEOPLE WHO

HELPED OUR SHUL DURING

THIS DIFFICULTTIME

We so look forward to being

back with everyone

Harriet & Bob Kahn



Mazel Tov andYasher Koach toYoel, Elad,

and Avishai Jeselsohn for your generous

dedication to our shul through your

critical efforts in maintaining kriat

hatorah for our community.

May you continue to be an inspiration and

source of strength to our congregation.

Sarah Okon

In Honor of

Rabbi Segal
and

The Ba'alei Kriah

For guiding us over the past year

Linda and Kevin Brown



Yasher Koach to the Jeselsohn
and Banks guys for putting in
such tremendous effort and

preparation time to keep tefillot
going strong during this

challenging year.

WIth great admiration

Joseph and Sharon Jacobson

MazalTov to all the Ba'alei Kriah
and a Special mazal tov to

our wartime Gabbais

Israela and Mayer Kahan



To all of the honorees:

Thanks for keeping it all together!

Fondly,

Brian, Lynn, Orli,Talya

and Addie Abrams

Dor L’Dor

What nachas for the community!

Ellen and Abi Litt



To our dear friend,

The Jeselsohns and Banks

We want to thank you for your all of

your support of the Beth El community

Marcy and Moshe Gerstenhaber

Thank you to the

for the beautiful leining

this past year and always

Banks & Jeselsohn families

You guys are teriffic!

Lisa and Jeff Bellin



With much admiration

and gratitude to the

Jeselsohn and Banks families

Debby and MaishYarmush

Hello Fellow Jews of Beth El,

May we all see each other in

Shul in the near future

With love and hope,

Zak, Eden,Akiva and Caleb

Kohane



Yasher Koach to the
dedicated Ba'alei Kriah

And a special Yasher Koach to
the "wartime Gabbai”

Eric,Abie,Aharon,Yoel,

Elad, and Avishai

Josh

Jan and Andrew Wiener

With appreciation for

Eric,Abie, and Aharon Banks

Yoel, Elad, and Avishai Jeselsohn

for their devoted commitment

to Kriat Torah

With gratitude

Jim Drazen



To all the Ba'al Korim

Thank you for the hours spent
in preparing each week's parsha

Noel Meltzer

Yasher Koach
to the

Adbook and Dinner

Committees

Anonymous



We are grateful to the Banks and Jeselsohn

families for their continued and

continuous dedication to maintaining

the highest standards of Kriyas

haftorah in our Shul.

Yesharkochachem !

May you go Mechayil El Chayil

for many years to come.

The Mitzner Family

Yasher Koach to the Ba’alei Kriah for their

dedicated commitment during this long

period of COVID restrictions

MazalTov on this well

deserved acknowledgment

Gaby and Barton Zwiebach

Kol Hakavod to the

Banks and Jeselsohn Men and families

Thank you for the love and dedication

you have for our community

The Herzlinger Family



MazelTov to

The Honorees

Sun & Mon 8AM-8PM Tues 7AM-8PM Wed &Thurs 7AM-10PM  Fri 7AM-3PM

In honor of

The Ba'alei Kriah

Alan and Susan Katz

Kol HaKavod and deep appreciation to the Jeselsohn

family and to my good friend, Eric Banks, and sons Abie

and Aharon, for keeping the heart of Torah beating

when it was needed as much as ever.

We are beyond grateful for the time, skill and

passion you invested to keep us going strong.

With Much Appreciation

Herb Birnbaum

We now offer home delivery to Newton and surrounding area!!



In honor of

Kol HaKavod!

The Banks and Jeselson families
with great appreciation for your excellent

Torah reading, and for your devotion to

the BethEl community.

Naomi & Carl Lopkin

Kol Hakavod and thank you to Eric,Abie,Aharon,

Yoel, Elad, and Avishai for their dedication

and support of the Beth El community in

these challenging times

Marvin and Judy Packer

In honour of all the Ba'alei Kriah
and in honour of Rabbi Segal

Sharon and Reuben Weinstein

Kol Hakavod!

Todah Rabbah

and

Yasher CoChachem!

Stephanie Karger



Thank you the Banks and Jeselsohn
families for everything you do

for our community

The Weinberg family

Thank YouTo Our Wonderful Ba'alei Kriah

Eric,Abie, and Aharon Banks

Yoel, Elad, and Avishai Jeselsohn

Louis and Felice Dickstein

In honor of our Ba'alei Kriah

With much appreciation!

Annie and Avner Aliphas

In honor of Rabbi Segal
and the SCP class

Dr. Isaac Ely and Sarah Nehorah Stillman



To the Banks and Jeselsohn Families

Kol ha Kavod andThankYou So Much
for your Ongoing Commitment to the Shul

Community and the Mitzvah of Krias haTorah
.

Jane and Philip Hanser

In Honor of the highly deserving

Banks and Jeselson boys.

I'm sure they were great..
Wish I could have heard them. Stay well!!

All the best wishes.

Burt Leeds and family

A SALUTETO RABBI SEGAL

For his commitment and support

for Israel and so many of us in the

Semichat Chaver Progam

David Eisenberg



Yashar Koach andThank You to all the

honorees for going above and beyond

for our shul this year!

With much appreciation

Menachem and Itia Roth and family

The synagogue is a family, and these two

families took on the responsibilities of

continuing our synagogue life for over a year.

We appreciate their devotion in continuing to

serve the communities needs safely.

Janyce & Payson Greene

May the days and weeks ahead be filled with

more normal and happier times.

Best Wishes to the honorees and

the entire congregation

Leah Jacobson & Brian Grodman

To the multigenerational recipients - thank you

to the Jeselsohn and Banks Families for keeping

the shul going!!! Abie,Aharon, Elad and Avishai

you are an inspiration to all members. Eric and

Yoel, thank you for teaching your sons to do this.

With much gratitude

Bonnie and Rich Pomper



1010 West Roxbury Parkway – Chestnut Hill, MA

(617) 469-9241

The Moore Family

MazelTov to the Honorees

Lockie Milner

The Keehns

THANKSTOTHE ZAR'KAH AND ET'NACH'TAH FAMILIES,WHO

READTHETORAH AND KEEPTHEIR ME'SORAH.THE ONE

TRIO WHO READ A UNIQUE ZAR'KAH AND A REGULAR

ET'NACH'TAH'AH,ANDTHE OTHERTRIO WHO READ A

REGULAR ZAR'KAH AND A UNIQUE ET'NACH'TAH'AH. EI'LU

VA'EILU DIV'RAI EH'LOKIM CHA'YIM!THANKS FOR BRINGING

THETORAH FROM SINAITOTHIS GENERATION AND INTO

THE NEXT GENERATION.

MazelTov to the Banks family for

all their dedication and service to

the Newton and greater

Boston community.

When are you moving to NJ??

Adam and Shira Katz

Stephen Alter

Mazel tov!



Thank you and yasher koach to the Banks

and Jeselsohn families for your amazing

laining and service to our community

Thank you to the Banks and Jesselson

families for their dedication and service

Thank you for all you do!

With much gratitude from

Best wishes

Mazal tov from

The Schoenberg Family

Caryn and James Wolfe

The Haies Family

Mike, Rissy & Sharra Hirsh

In honor of the Banks and

Jeselsohn trifectas

To two wonderful families who greatly

deserve this special honor

MazelTov to the honorees

Robin and Robert Schwartz



MazalTov to Eric,Abie, and Aharon Banks andYoel, Elad, and Avishai
Jeselsohn for your continued Kriat HaTorah for the community through-

out the pandemic! Kol HaKavod!Yashar Koach to Rabbi Segal
and the Semichat Chaver chabura!

Phillip & SharonaVedol and Family

The Zak family

Unger family

The Zarge Family

Best wishes from

With much gratitude for all of you

DearYoel, Elad and Avishai
Thank you so much for your tremendous dedication and

commitment as Ba'alei Kriah in our Shul!
Yasher Koachechem and be well!

The

Yasher Koach

Thanks to the Banks and Jeselsohn
Ba'alei Kriah!

We appreciate all your devotion
to our community!

Ira & Penina Scharf and Family



Mazel tov!

In honor of the Baalei Kriah

Your efforts & dedication are so

appreciated, especially during

these crazy times

Hearty thanks to the honorees

and best wishes to the entire qahal!

Dan & Annie Goldish

Cheryl & AlanVogel

The Ledermans

Jon and Beverly Levenson

MazalTov!

With sincere gratitude to Elad and Joel

Jeselsohn for their many years of leyning at

Adams Street, and in honor of Elad,Avishai,

and Joel for their years of service to

the entire community

Meir Bier, Rabbi

Mark Whittum, President The Adams Street Shul



Memorial Section



In blessed memory of

We miss you every day

Saba would be so

proud of you

Gary Banks z’tl

To the Banks Family:

Love,

Gigi, Jon, Jamie,Abbie, Gari,

Brandon, Stefanie, Caleb,Avery,

Lijah, and Gray



In Loving Memory of

Our Beloved

Mother, Father,

Grandparents and

Great-Grandparents

Sam Andler

Frieda Andler

With a smile on their faces

they loved people -

people loved them

l z

l z

”

”

Their Children,

Grandchildren

and Great-Grandchildren

Silver



Rose

In Loving Memory of

Bessie & Israel Andler

Eric Andler

Uncle Phil Andler

Uncle Murray

Anna & Samuel Lappin

Dr. Maurice and Lillian Ginsburg

Anita & HarryTevrow

Uncle Hy & Aunt Sophie

Uncle Irving

Uncle Bill & Aunt Helen

Aunt Annie & Uncle Saul

Uncle Harry & Aunt Lillian

Uncle Louis & Aunt Shirley

Uncle Max & Aunt Bea

Uncle Walter

Uncle Leo

Uncle Al & Aunt Pearl

Uncle Sidney & Aunt Esther

Aunt Florence & Uncle Bernie

Cousin Irwin Andler

Cousin Alan Andler

by

Marc and Beth and family

Arnie and Barbara and family

Rita and Nina and families



In memory of our

good friends

Norman Hartstone,

Marvin Lampert,

Albert Cooper,

Bob Schneider,

Joseph Gann,

Albert Samick,

Morris Gastfreund,

Albert Bellin,

Emanuel Gillers,

Mina Gillers,

Chana Shonfeld,

Chazan Abraham Shonfeld,

Seymour Kraut,

Alvin Landsman,

Gary Banks,

Aaron Beshansky,

Eldon Levine,

”

”

”

”

”

”

”

”

”

”

”

”

”

”

”

”

”
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l z

l z

l z

l z

l z

l z

l z

l z

l z

l z

l z

l z
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Barbara and Arnie Andler

and Family



In Memory

of

Miriam Chanah Zilber

Sophia and Ross Zilber



In loving memory of our husband,

father, and grandfather

May his memory be for a blessing

Mark A. Moskowitz

Debbie

Shoshana and Elliot

Rachel and David

Arielle and Philip

Rivka, Moshe Mordechai,

Sara,Aliza, MosheYitzchak, Shayna,

MosheYosef, Esti, and Rena

He was a role model to us of Jewish

values, ethical behavior, and service to the

community

After almost 20 years, his presence is

still acutely felt in our family



In memory of our parents

Esther Plotkin, Norman and Esther

Hartstone, Bob Schneider,Al Cooper,

Murray Kesselman, and Sy Kraut

Itzie and Hannah Robinson

and

Al and Marcia Bellin

Steve and Renee Bellin

Remembering Maggie for her

selfless concern for others

With gratitude to Hashem for

the time He allotted us to be

together in this world

Jim Drazen



In Memory

of

Our Beloved Parents

Marci and Moshe Gerstenhaber

In Memory of

Norman Hartstone

Anonymous



In memory of

Frieda and Samuel Andler, Z"L
To whom we are indebted for laying

the foundation for our shul and

contributing greatly to its growth

Debbie and Jack Schuss

In memory of our fathers

Avner Aliphas z’l
and

Meyer Brzezinski z’l

Amnon and Perla Aliphas

In memory of our dear son

(1974-1988)

JASON BERGER

From

Michael and Francine Berger

In loving memory of

Roz Milner z"l

Lockie



In Memory of

Shmuel ben DovidYitzchak

May his deeds during his short life continue to serve

all of us and brighten our lives in the years ahead

Ruth and Hans Fisher



In Loving Memory of

Samuel and Frieda

Andler

Eric Andler

l z l z” ”

Founding President and Founding Members of the Congregation

A good life hath its number of days;

But a good name continueth forever.

The wise man shall inherit confidence among

his people,

And his name shall live forever.

These indeed were men of mercy.

Whose righteous deeds have not been forgotten.

Their seeds shall remain forever,

And their glory shall not be blotted out.

Their bodies were buried in peace

And their names liveth to all generations.

People will declare their wisdom,

And the congregation tolleth out their praise.

Ben Sira

and

l z”

The Andler Family

and all who loved them


